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Introduction



Background: the pseudorelative across languages

• Pseudorelatives (PRs), are constructions attested in Romance

(except Romanian), Greek, Dutch, Serbo-Croatian, and Inuktitut.1

(1) French:

Je
I

vois
see

Marie
Marie

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

‘I see Marie dancing.’

(2) Italian:

Ho
Have

visto
seen

Gianni
Gianni

[che
that

correva].
run.IMPF

‘I saw Gianni running.’

(3) Inuktitut:

pingasu-nik
three.PL.MOD

anguti-nik
man.PL.MOD

[tikit-tu]
arrive.PTCP

-qaq-tuq
have.PTCP.3S.S

‘Three men arrived.’

• In this presentation, we will focus on French data.
1Previous selected works of the PR include Schwarze (1974), Kayne (1975), Radford (1975),

Graffi (1980), Guasti (1988), Rizzi (1992), and Casalicchio (2013). For the cross linguistic

observations, see Rafel (1999), Desmet et al. (2002), Lovrić (2003), Papadopoulou and Clahsen

(2003), Grillo and Costa (2014), and Yuan (2022) a.o.
2
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Why “pseudo”-relative?

• PRs resemble relatives clauses (RCs), but (at least in Romance),

exhibit a few additional characteristics:

1. their head noun can be cliticized, i.e. raised to a higher position;

2. they only allow subject-gap dependencies;

3. they mostly involve perception verbs;2

4. they require the matrix and embedded tenses to match.

• Those properties cluster together to define PRs but it is worth

noting that only Property 1 (cliticization) is truly specific to

PRs, i.e., disallows a RC-parse. Properties 2-4 can be true of both

PRs and RCs.

2Verbs like find, catch or meet, as well as existential/presentative contexts (There is X who.../X is

here who...) also appear compatible with the PR.

3
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Illustrating Properties 1-4

(4) Baseline (RC/PR):

Je
I

vois
see

Marie
Marie

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

‘I see Marie dancing.’

‘I see Marie, who is dancing.’

(5) Cliticization (PR only):

Je
I

la
her.CL

vois
see

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

‘I see her dancing.’

(6) Cliticization + no perception verb:

* Je
I

la
her.CL

pense
think

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

Intended: ‘I think she is dancing.’

(7) Cliticization + tense mismatch:

* Je
I

la
her.CL

voyais
saw

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

Intended: ‘I saw her dancing.’

(8) Cliticization + object gap:

* Je
I

la
her.CL

vois
see

[que
that

Jean
Jean

appelle].
calls.

Intended: ‘I see Jean calling her.’

4
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Research question

• PRs are easily confusable with RCs and recent Large Language

Models (LLMs) are not really trained to differentiate them.

• Unambiguous PRs are also comparatively rare in corpora.

• Do LLMs learn the specificities of the PR anyway?

• Previous work investigated the capacity of recurrent language

models to learn related but less targeted phenomena, such as

filler-gap dependencies Wilcox et al., 2018 and relative clauses

“LSTMs Can Learn Basic Wh- and Relative Clause Dependencies in

Norwegian”, 2022.

5
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Experiment 1: verbs of

perception & tense anaphoricity



Experiment 1: general goal

• Recall that pseudorelative construction in French requires the

embedding verb to be a verb of perception (Property 3), and the

matrix and embedded tenses to match (Property 4).

• Experiment 1 is supposed to test the correlation between those two

properties, by replicating the result of a recent psycholinguistic study

(Pozniak et al., 2019), but this time with 8 French LLM “subjects”.

Model Lang. Architecture Reference

flaubert base uncased fr Bidirectional Le et al. (2020)

camembert-base fr Bidirectional Martin et al. (2020)

gpt2-base-french fr Autoregressive ClassCat AI Lab (2022)

gpt2-wechsel-french fr Autoregressive Minixhofer et al. (2022)

bert-base-multi-

lingual-cased
multi Bidirectional Devlin et al. (2018)

xlm-roberta-base multi Bidirectional Conneau et al. (2019)

xlm-roberta-large multi Bidirectional Conneau et al. (2019)

xlm-mlm-17-1280 multi Bidirectional Lample and Conneau (2019)

Table 1: French models used in Experiment 1
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Experiment 1: stimuli (reused from Pozniak et al. (2019))

(9) a. Perception ✓; tense match ✓ =⇒ RC-parse ✓; PR-parse ✓

Marie
Marie

a
has

écouté
listened-to

le
the

ministre
minister

[qui
who

critiquait
criticized

le
the

président].
president.

b. Perception ✓; tense match ✗ =⇒ RC-parse ✓; PR-parse ✗

? Marie
Marie

écoute
listens-to

le
the

ministre
minister

[qui
who

critiquait
criticized

le
the

président].
president.

c. Perception ✗; tense match ✓ =⇒ RC-parse ✓; PR-parse ✗

Marie
Marie

a
has

été
been

mariée
married

au
to-the

ministre
minister

[qui
who

critiquait
criticized

le
the

président].
president.

d. Perception ✗; tense match ✗ =⇒ RC-parse ✓; PR-parse ✗

Marie
Marie

est
is

mariée
married

au
to-the

ministre
minister

[qui
who

critiquait
criticized

le
the

président].
president.

• Ignoring Properties 3 & 4, the stimuli in (9) are in principle

ambiguous between a PR-parse and an RC-parse.

• Violating Properties 3 or 4 blocks the PR parse.

• 18 such examples (“frames”) were fed to the LLMs, for a total of

2±perception×2±tense-match×18frame = 72 sentences.
7
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Experiment 1: testing

• Building on Surprisal Theory (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008), our proxy for

grammaticality was taken to be the log-probability assigned to a

given sentence by the LLM. It was computed using the minicons

library (Misra, 2022).

Grammaticality(wt)≃−Surprisal(wt)

= logP(wt |w1 . . .wt−1)
3

Grammaticality(w1 . . .wt)≃−
t

∑
i=1

Surprisal(wi )

• Effects assessed using linear mixed-effect modeling (performed with

statsmodels, Seabold and Perktold (2010)).

3In the case of BERT-like bidirectional models, this formula is adapted to masked language

modeling: the probability of a word is computed given its left and right context.

8
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Experiment 1: predictions and controls

• We overall expect a main effect of verb type and tense anaphoricity,

but above all, an interaction between those two variables.

• Following the design of Pozniak et al. (2019), English models were

also tested on similar stimuli. Because English is not a PR language,

no interaction is expected.

Model Lang. Architecture Reference

bert-large-cased en Bidirectional Devlin et al. (2018)

gpt2-large en Autoregressive Radford et al. (2019)

xlnet-large-cased en Autoregressive Yang et al. (2019)

bert-base-multi-

lingual-cased
multi Bidirectional Devlin et al. (2018)

xlm-roberta-base multi Bidirectional Conneau et al. (2019)

xlm-roberta-large multi Bidirectional Conneau et al. (2019)

xlm-mlm-17-1280 multi Bidirectional Lample and Conneau (2019)

Table 2: English models used in Exp. 1 (some overlap with the French models)
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xlm-roberta-large multi Bidirectional Conneau et al. (2019)

xlm-mlm-17-1280 multi Bidirectional Lample and Conneau (2019)

Table 2: English models used in Exp. 1 (some overlap with the French models)
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Experiment 1: results for French (target language)

• 6/8 LLMs favor matching tenses (cf. col. 5), and 4/8 more so under

perception verbs (verb*tense interaction, cf. col. 6).

Model Lang. Best AIC? verb type tense interaction

flaubert base uncased fr n . n.s. .

camembert-base fr n . ** n.s.

gpt2-base-french fr y n.s. ** *

gpt2-wechsel-french fr y n.s. ** .

bert-base-multi-

lingual-cased
multi n n.s. ** n.s.

xlm-roberta-base multi y n.s. ** .

xlm-roberta-large multi y n.s. ** *

xlm-mlm-17-1280 multi n ** n.s. n.s.

Table 3: Significance results of LME modeling for

grammaticality∼ verb type+tense+verb type∗tense+(1|frame),
where frame refers to the lexical skeleton shared by all stimuli in e.g. (9).4

4The ‘Best AIC?’ column specifies if the formula yielded the lowest Akaike Information Criterion,

as opposed to other simpler formulas without interactions or main effects. Other notations: ‘.’ =

p ∈].05; .1], ‘*’= p ∈].01; .05]; ‘**’= p ∈ [0; .01]; ✓=coefficient validates the hypothesis;

✗=coefficient disproves the hypothesis.
10



Experiment 1: results for English (control language)

• English models did not exhibit similar effects. This is true even of

the bilingual models which identified contrasts in French.

• Strikingly also, all but 1 model did not yield the best AIC for the

formula involving an interaction term.

• This is consistent with English not allowing pseudorelatives.

Model Lang. Best AIC? verb type tense interaction

bert-large-cased en n n.s. n.s. .

gpt2-large en n ** * n.s.

xlnet-large-cased en n n.s. n.s. n.s.

bert-base-multi-

lingual-cased
multi y ** * *

xlm-roberta-base multi n . . .

xlm-roberta-large multi n n.s. * n.s.

xlm-mlm-17-1280 multi n ** n.s. n.s.

Table 4: Significance results of LME modeling on the English data

(grammaticality∼ verb type+tense+verb type∗tense+(1|frame)).
2±perception×2±tense-match×21frame = 84 sentences were tested.
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Experiment 1: a well-performing bilingual model

• Visible disadvantage of tense mismatching structures under

perception verbs in French; no such contrast in English.

(a) French (b) English

Figure 1: Grammaticality scores obtained with xlm-roberta-large.5

• Limitation: the result could be incorrectly driven by the

RC-parse... we want a design that isolates the PR-parse!!
5The scores are overall negative because they correspond to negative log probabilities. ∆=Cliff’s

Delta. N, S, M resp. mean ‘negligible’, ’small’, ’medium’.
12
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Experiment 2: cliticization, gap,

& embedding verb type



Experiment 2: goal and methodology

• Recall that cliticizing the head noun of a relative allows to block a

standard RC-parse, to only retain the PR-parse (Property 1).

• This allows to test Property 2 (subject-gap requirement) and

Property 3 (matrix perception verb requirement) without an

interference of the standard RC-parse.

• We do so using the same 8 French LLMs as before, feeding them

with 2±subject-gap×2±clitic× (10perception+10psych+10action)matrix-verb×
10embedded-verb×45 = 4800 semi-automatically generated sentences.

(10) Glossed template of the stimuli:

Subject (CL) V (Object) Relative{
He

She

}
him.CL

her.CL

/0




sees/...

thinks/...

greets/...




/0
Marie

Jean


{

subject-gap relative

object-gap relative

}

5This last multiplicative factor comes from the fact that the matrix and embedded subject were

balanced for gender: 4 = 2±fem-matrix-subj×2±fem-emb-subj.
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Experiment 2: results

• Robust preference for subject-gaps (8/8 models, cf. col. 3) and more

so under perception verbs (5/8 models, cf. col. 6).

• The desired clitic*gap*verb type interaction however, was only

captured by 1/8 models (cf. col. 8).

• Additionally, the interaction between cliticization and subject-gaps

(cf. col. 7) is predicted by most models to have a negative effect on

grammaticality scores (!!)

Model verb type gap clitic v*c v*g c*g v*c*g

flaubert base uncased . ** ** ** . ** n.s.

camembert-base . ** ** ** ** ** n.s.

gpt2-base-french n.s. ** ** ** ** ** .

gpt2-wechsel-french n.s. ** ** ** ** ** **

bert-base-multi-

lingual-cased
n.s. ** ** ** n.s. ** n.s.

xlm-roberta-base n.s. ** ** ** ** ** .

xlm-roberta-large n.s. ** ** ** ** ** **

xlm-mlm-17-1280 n.s. ** * ** ** ** n.s.

Table 5: Significance results of LME modeling for

grammaticality∼ verb type+gap+clitic+verb type∗clitic∗gap. 14
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Experiment 2: a not-so-badly-performing French-only model

• Very visible main effect of subject-gap.

• The contrast between object- and subject-gap is:

• stronger under perception verbs, yay!

• weaker when the structure is cliticized :(((

• Lastly, the contrast between cliticized and non-cliticized structures

stronger under perception verbs :))

(a) Perception verbs (b) Attitude/action verbs

Figure 2: Grammaticality scores obtained with gpt2-base-french.
15
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Experiment 3: the “existence

commitment” inference



A last, semantic property of the PR

• PRs, unlike infinitival or gerundive complements (but, roughly,

like RCs), imply the existence/truth of the embedded event even

under matrix negation.

• Following Moulton and Grillo (2015), we call this the existence

commitment (EC).

(11) a. Negation + relative (PR or RC parse):

Je
I

ne
NEG

vois
see

pas
NEG

Marie
Marie

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

‘I don’t see Marie dancing (EC: yet she does!).’

b. Negation + relative + cliticization (PR parse only):

Je
I

ne
NEG

la
her.CL

vois
see

pas
NEG

[qui
who

danse].
dances.

‘I don’t see her dancing (EC: yet she does!).’

c. Negation + infinitive (+ cliticization):

Je
I

ne
NEG

(la)
her.CL

vois
see

pas
NEG

(Marie)
Marie

[danser].
to-dance.

‘I don’t see her/Marie dance (she may or may not).’ 16
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Experiment 3: design

• Given a negated matrix perception verb embedding a subject-gap

clause C , either as an infinitive or as a (pseudo)relative, with or

without cliticization, we measure the likelihood of the EC.

(12) Glossed template for the stimuli

Subject not (CL) V not (Object) Embedded clause He

She

 NEG


him.CL

her.CL

/0


{

voit/...
}
NEG


/0

Marie

Jean


 relative

infinitive


• 2±clitic×2±relative×6matrix-perception×10emb-action×46 = 960 sentences

following the above template were fed to 4 BERT-like LLMs

fine-tuned to perform natural language inference (NLI).

6The last factor again comes from gender swaps on the matrix and embedded subjects.

17
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Experiment 3: predictions

Model Lang. Architecture Reference

camembert-base-xnli fr Bidirectional Doyen, 2023

xlm-roberta-large-

xnli-finetuned-mnli
multi Bidirectional Özsoy, 2022

mDeBERTa-v3-

base-mnli-xnli
multi Bidirectional Laurer et al., 2022

mDeBERTa-v3-base-xnli-

multilingual-nli-2mil7
multi Bidirectional Laurer et al., 2022

Table 6: Models used in Experiment 3

• We expect the EC to be overall stronger when the embedded

clause is a relative as opposed to an infinitive, whether of not

the head noun is cliticized.
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Experiment 3: results

• Embedded relatives systematically lead to a stronger EC as opposed

to infinitives (cf. col. 3).

• However, non-cliticized subjects also lead to a stronger EC across

the board (col. 4)!!

• This all suggests that LLMs associate the EC with the

occurrence of RCs, but not really PRs...

Model Best AIC?
embedded

clause (RC)
clitic

RC/clitic

interaction

camembert-base-xnli y ** ** **

xlm-roberta-large-

xnli-finetuned-mnli
y ** ** **

mDeBERTa-v3-

base-mnli-xnli
y ** ** **

mDeBERTa-v3-base-xnli-

multilingual-nli-2mil7
y ** ** **

Table 7: Significance results of LME modeling for

EC strength∼ emb clause+clitic+emb clause∗clitic.

19
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Experiment 3: two best-but-not-so-well performing NLI-LLMs

• Clear contrast between infinitival and relative complementation.

• But also, main effect of cliticization...

• In particular, cliticized constructions featuring an embedded relative

(unambiguously PRs), do not lead at all to a strong EC :((

(a) CamemBERT (b) mDeBERTa

Figure 3: Distributions of the EC’s strength scores (/100) 20
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Conclusion

• In this work, we investigated a structure (the pseudorelative) which

is relatively rare in corpora and often string-ambiguous with a

standard relative clause, making it challenging for LLMs to learn.

• The experiments we run show that LLMs capture certain properties

of PRs, pertaining to acceptable filler-gap dependencies, matrix

verbs, and tense combinations.

• Yet, the property that is perhaps the most specific to

pseudorelatives, cliticization, does not seem to influence sentence

probability scores in Experiment 2, or inference patterns in

Experiment 3.

• This still raises the question whether LLMs really get the

specificity of the pseudorelative as a syntactic construction

(Experiment 2) with a specific semantics (Experiment 3); or

whether they simply recycle general processing heuristics or

biases applicable to other structures (e.g. standard RCs)...
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Appendices



Illustrating the comparative rareness of unambiguous PRs in

corpora

(13) a. “Il
He

V
V

*
wildcard

qui”
that

b. “Il
He

{le, la, l’}
CL

V
V

qui”
that

regular expression →
V↓ (13a (13b) #(13b)

#(13a)+#(13b)

voir (‘see’) 15157 168 1.1e-2

apercevoir (‘notice’) 725 1 1.4e-3

regarder (‘look at’) 2442 28 1.1e-2

observer (‘watch’) 813 0 0.0

épier (‘spy on’) 13 0 0.0

surprendre (‘catch’) 99 0 0.0

entendre (‘hear’) 1975 27 1.3e-2

écouter (‘listen to’) 632 1 1.6e-3

Table 8: Number of matches for non-cliticized (ambiguous) and cliticized

(unambiguous) regular expressions on 10,160,000 documents from the OSCAR

corpus (containing a total of 52,037,098 documents).
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Example stimuli for Experiment 2

(14) a. Il
He

voit
sees

Marie
Marie

qui
who

embrasse
kisses

Jean.
Jean.

b. Il
He

voit
sees

Jean
Jean

que
who

Marie
Marie

embrasse.
kisses.

c. Il
He

la
her.CL

voit
sees

qui
who

embrasse
kisses

Jean.
Jean.

d. * Il
He

le
him.CL

voit
sees

que
that

Marie
Marie

embrasse.
kisses.

e. * Il
He

pense
thinks

Marie
Marie

qui
who

embrasse
kisses

Jean.
Jean.

f. * Il
He

pense
thinks

Jean
Jean

que
that

Marie
Marie

embrasse.
kisses.

g. * Il
He

la
her.CL

pense
thinks

qui
who

embrasse
kisses

Jean.
Jean.

h. * Il
He

le
him.CL

pense
thinks

que
that

Marie
Marie

embrasse.
kisses.

Sentence clitic? gap verb type

(14a) n S perception

(14b) n O perception

(14c) y S perception

(14d) y O perception

(14e) n S attitude

(14f) n O attitude

(14g) y S attitude

(14h) y O attitude

Table 9: Summary of the

2×2×2 design of

Experiment 2
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Example stimuli for Experiment 3

(15) a. Il
He

ne
NEG

voit
sees

pas
NEG

Marie
Marie

qui
that

danse.
dances.

=⇒ Marie is dancing. EC ✓

b. Il
He

ne
NEG

la
CL

voit
sees

pas
NEG

qui
that

danse.
dances.

=⇒ She is dancing. EC ✓

c. Il
He

ne
NEG

voit
sees

pas
NEG

Marie
Marie

danser.
dancing.

̸=⇒ Marie is dancing. EC ✗

d. Il
He

ne
NEG

la
CL

voit
sees

pas
NEG

danser.
dancing.

̸=⇒ She is dancing. EC ✗

Sentence clitic? emb clause

(15a) n relative

(15b) y relative

(15c) n infinitive

(15d) y infinitive

Table 10: Summary of the 2×2 design of Experiment 3 30
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